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euneauUNEAU1uneau communities may
avoid dealingdeding with toxic waste disposal
today but ththey will later get stuckwishstuckwithstuck with
alfclfcleaningafungarung up thee mess which is many
times more costly a spokeswoman for
the national league ofcities told the
alaskimuticipalalaska municipal league recently

carol kocheisen legislative counsel
for the washington DC based

I1leaguebutliutl1 cautioned ewaniunkyoeffimuniv leaders
idti0tthat localibcal joeiiimentigovernments maymaya find
themselves carrying a disproportionate
share of cleanupcostscleanup costs if they dont
find effective means of handling tox-
ic waste at the outset

kocheisen wasawas a panel member in
a workshopworkshoworkshophazardous

earlier this month waste
mayiI1 be hazardous to your health
the role of local government the
workshop was sponsored by the
alaska municipal league and the
alaska department of environmental
conservation

jeff mach chief of DECS solid and
hazardous waste management sec-
tion said alaska generates relatively
little hazardous waste 1000 to
2000 tons a year compared to texas
the largest producer in the united
states which generates 40 million tons
a year mach noted that a total of275ajealjeamillionlio tons is generated each year in
the nation

mach said however that in alaska
hazardous waste is Sinegenerallyrally produced
by householdshoui6hoadslds small businesses arid
governmentvcr nentncnt agencies and the pro-
blemplem ththe state faces is transportation
he said because the state just doesnt
produce enough of the waste to attract
large handlers

mach saidlaid DEC is working closely
waw1withth bbusinessesuau1sinesses in an effort to assist
them in changing processes to reduce
the amount of hazardous waste pro-
duced for example he said when the
juneau empire built its new plant it
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hazardous waste disposal
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was specifically designed with
assistance from DEC to reduce haz-
ardous waste

chrischrismeflomello hazardous materials
coordinator for the north slope
borough talked about the boroughs
decision three years ago to look into
prevention rather than disposal

he noted that rather than throthrowingwing
out waste oil the borough started
burning it in special burners solvents
also are cleaned and reusedre used rather
than discarded

in addition mello said villages are
now asked to segregate waste which
saves in disposal costs

bill kryger project manager for the
municipality of anchorages solid
waste services department discussed
how the cac1city has built a hazardous
waste facility which has been in
operationoperatioperate ssincece february he said the
facility is the largest such operation forx

household hazardousha6wous waste in the
united states

we feel were ahead of the
game he saidnotingsaid noting that since it
opened the facility has handled more
than 300000 pounds of hazardous
waste including 23000 items brought
by 22100100 customers households and
small businesses

in addition he pointed out that 55

percent of the waste is recycled which
is a dramatic reduction in what is sent
to the landfilllarffill

rep kay brown D anchorage
said that nationally the emphasis is
starting to shift from pollution control
to pollution prevention but she said
that still only about I11 percent of the
70 billion spent nationally goes

toward hazardous waste prevention
however there is more and more

interest in reducing waste at the
source she said because people are
realizing its a lot cheaper to focus on
that than cleanup


